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Summary
Background: Optimal ambulatory reflux monitoring methodology in symptomatic re-
flux patients continues to be debated.
Aims: To utilise published literature and expert opinion to develop recommendation 
statements addressing use of ambulatory reflux monitoring in clinical practice
Methods: The RAND Appropriateness Method (RAM) was utilised among 17 experts 
with discussion, revision and two rounds of ranking of recommendation statements. 
Ambulatory reflux monitoring protocol, methodology and thresholds ranked as ap-
propriate by ≥80% of panellists met the criteria for appropriateness.
Results: Prolonged (96- h recommended) wireless pH monitoring off proton pump 
inhibitor (PPI) was identified as the appropriate diagnostic tool to assess the need 
for acid suppression in patients with unproven gastro- oesophageal reflux disease 
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1  | BACKGROUND

Ambulatory reflux monitoring performed off acid suppression is the 
current gold standard to objectively evaluate oesophageal acid bur-
den for the diagnosis of gastro- oesophageal reflux disease (GERD) in 
patients with reflux symptoms without erosive features of reflux dis-
ease on upper gastrointestinal endoscopy.1– 4 However, uncertainty 
exists in choosing the optimal reflux monitoring test and interpreta-
tion parameters between two distinct available systems. One is the 
wireless pH capsule placed transorally with capability to measure 
distal oesophageal pH for up to 96 h. The second is a catheter- based 
system placed transnasally which measures oesophageal pH for up 
to 24 h, with added capability to assess liquid and gas transit bidirec-
tionally throughout the oesophagus as well as baseline impedance if 
using impedance- pH catheter.1– 3 Diagnostic thresholds that stratify 
acid exposure time (AET) as normal versus abnormal remain unclear. 
Consequently, ambulatory reflux monitoring is performed and vari-
ably interpreted across providers and centres.

In recent years, well- designed randomised trials examining clin-
ically meaningful outcomes have sought to address these clinical 
knowledge gaps.5– 7 To date, recommendations regarding choice of 
ambulatory reflux monitoring systems and interpretation methodol-
ogy which incorporate recent high- quality data are limited. Thus, the 
objective of this initiative was to utilise the formal validated RAND/
UCLA Appropriateness Method among a group of experts to iden-
tify appropriate recommendations for the clinical role, choice and 
interpretation of ambulatory reflux monitoring.

2  | METHODS

2.1 | Study design

In this prospective study, we employed the RAND/University of 
California, Los Angeles Appropriateness Method (RAM) to assess 

the appropriateness of metrics related to ambulatory reflux moni-
toring. This study was supported by an overarching grant aimed to 
determine the effectiveness of physiologic testing in patients with 
GERD symptoms who are not responsive to proton pump inhibitor 
(PPI) therapy [NIH R01 DK092217- 04].

2.2 | RAND/University of California, Los Angeles 
appropriateness method

When using RAM, the concept of appropriateness refers to the rela-
tive weight of the benefits and harms of an intervention. An appro-
priate statement is one where the expected health benefit exceeds 
the expected negative consequences by a sufficiently wide margin 
exclusive of costs.8 RAM utilises a modified Delphi method that, un-
like the original Delphi, provides panellists with the opportunity to 
discuss their judgements and responses between rating rounds and 
at a face- to- face meeting, similar to the National Institute of Health 
Consensus Conferences. This methodology is also applicable when 
randomised controlled trials are not available or cannot provide evi-
dence at a level of detail sufficient to apply to the wide range of 
patients seen in everyday clinical practice.8 This is a well- described 
method used to develop quality indicators which has applicabil-
ity across a broad range of disease processes and procedures, and 
across multiple countries.9– 19

2.2.1 | Recruitment of the expert panel

At the time of grant proposal submission in 2016 [NIH R01 
DK092217- 04], adult gastroenterologists with a clinical focus on the 
evaluation and management of GERD were invited to participate as 
expert panellists for this planned study. The main selection crite-
ria in the nomination process included leadership within the field of 
GERD, and diversity in age, gender and geographical location in the 

(GERD) and persisting typical reflux symptoms despite once- daily PPI. Acid exposure 
time (AET) <4.0% on all days of monitoring with negative reflux- symptom association 
excludes GERD and does not support ongoing PPI treatment. Conversely, AET >6.0% 
across ≥2 days is conclusive evidence for GERD and supports treatment for GERD, 
while AET >10% across ≥2 days identifies severe acid burden that supports escalation 
of anti- reflux treatment. In previously proven GERD, impedance- pH monitoring on 
PPI is helpful in defining refractory GERD and mechanisms of continued symptoms; 
the presence of <40 reflux events, AET <2.0% and a negative reflux- symptom asso-
ciation does not support escalation of anti- reflux treatment. In contrast, AET > 4.0% 
and positive reflux- symptom association support escalation of anti- reflux treatment, 
including use of invasive therapeutics.
Conclusions: Statements meeting appropriateness for average clinical care have been 
identified when utilising reflux monitoring in patients with typical reflux symptoms 
and PPI non- response.
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US. While the ideal sample size for members in such expert panels 
has not been defined, RAM experts suggest that the panels can be of 
any size that permits sufficient diversity (a minimum of 7), while en-
suring that all members have a chance to participate.8 An electronic 
invitation to participate in this study was sent to the panel of experts 
briefly describing the study objectives, description of the RAM and 
responsibilities of each expert panel member.

All invited panellists accepted and participated in the process, 
led by two co- chairs (RY & JEP), and a moderator with a health ser-
vices research background and experience with RAM (AJG). The 
17- member panel was composed of 4 females and 13 males with a 
mean of 19.2 years in practice (SD 12.9). On average, the panel cared 
for 53.9 patients (SD 92.7) a month with typical GERD symptoms 
and 24.9 patients (SD 18.6) a month with atypical GERD symptoms.

2.2.2 | Round 1: Initial ranking of recommendation  
statements

The co- chairs and moderator- proposed recommendation state-
ments within the following domains: role and protocol of wireless re-
flux monitoring, thresholds for interpretation of prolonged wireless 
reflux monitoring off PPI therapy, and thresholds for interpretation 
of impedance- pH monitoring on PPI therapy. AET was the primary 
threshold assessed as the measure of oesophageal acid burden given 
that prior data identifies that AET performs comparably though 

better than other metrics such as DeMeester score, dominant pat-
tern or acid exposure trajectory. All panellists were sent a docu-
ment detailing the objectives, supportive literature, instructions and 
a link to a REDCap survey instrument via email. The instructions 
highlighted that the recommendation statements did not necessar-
ily have to apply to any one specific patient, but rather, they were 
relevant to the overall care of patients undergoing ambulatory reflux 
monitoring. A recommendation was considered appropriate if ad-
herence to this recommendation was critical to quality ambulatory 
reflux monitoring exclusive of cost or feasibility, with applicability to 
the average patient presenting to the average physician at an aver-
age practice setting. We emphasised that the panel members should 
not consider cost implications or the feasibility of implementing the 
recommendation in their rankings. Each recommendation statement 
was ranked on a 9- point interval scale in which a score of 1– 3 was 
signified as inappropriate, 4– 6 was of uncertain appropriateness and 
7– 9 was deemed appropriate. The panellists were provided the op-
portunity to include comments regarding each proposed recommen-
dation and to suggest modifications.

2.2.3 | Round 2 meeting: Discussion of potential 
quality indicators, re- wording and re- ranking

The Round 2 face- to- face meeting among the expert panel mem-
bers was conducted virtually in September 2021 and led by the 

F I G U R E  1   Ambulatory reflux monitoring Protocol & Interpretation Scheme to assess patients with unproven GERD and Typical reflux 
symptoms persistent despite PPI therapy. The optimal protocol is 96 h reflux monitoring off acid suppression. GERD is excluded when acid 
exposure time (AET) is less than 4.0% on all days of monitoring, in which case ongoing acid suppression is not indicated. GERD is diagnosed 
when AET is greater than 6.0% on 2 or more days of monitoring. AET patterns in between represent an inconclusive diagnosis, in which case 
other clinical and diagnostic data can help strengthen confidence in a diagnostic impression. Finally, 24- h pH- impedance may be of value for 
patients with proven GERD and ongoing symptoms despite management to evaluate for refractory GERD.

96 hours Wireless pH Monitoring off Acid Suppression 

Ambulatory Reflux Monitoring Protocol & Interpretation Scheme to Assess Patients with Unproven GERD 
and Typical Reflux Symptoms Persistent Despite PPI Therapy  

GERD Excluded

Less than 4.0% on all days of 
monitoring

Conclusive GERD  

Greater than 6.0% on 2 or 
more days of monitoring

No indication for ongoing PPI. 
Treat as likely functional 
esophageal disorder

Inconclusive

4.0% to 6.0% on one or more 
days of monitoring

AND/OR
>6.0% on 1 day of monitoring

Supports treatment for GERD

Acid 
Exposure 

Time (AET)

Diagnostic 
Impression

Therapeutic 
Implication

Optimal 
Protocol

Pattern of AET and other 
metrics (e.g., presence of 

hiatal hernia, mean nocturnal 
baseline impedance) can help 

strengthen confidence in 
diagnostic impression

24h Impedance-pH on PPI helpful 
in diagnosing refractory GERD 
(AET >4.0% on PPI & positive 

reflux symptom association)
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moderator (AJG). For each proposed recommendation statement, 
the panellists reviewed the aggregated ranking results from Round 
1, discussed available evidence and expert opinions/experiences, 
proposed re- wording of recommendations and suggested new rec-
ommendations. Following the meeting, panel members indepen-
dently re- ranked each of the proposed recommendations for their 
perceived level of appropriateness.

2.3 | Outcome and Analysis

The primary outcome was appropriateness of each intervention 
based on the recommendation statements. Final appropriateness 
was based on median rankings and the dispersion of rankings. 
Per RAND constructs, agreement required 80% or more of pan-
ellists' rankings in the same three- point range: Inappropriate,1– 3 
Equivocal/Uncertain,4– 6 or Appropriate.7– 9 Disagreement was 
present when more than 20% of the rankings were in disparate 
categories. The moderators emphasised to the panellists that the 
objective of this process was not to necessarily achieve consen-
sus, but rather to highlight areas of agreement, inconsistency and 
disagreement.

3  | RESULTS

Eleven recommendation statements were proposed in Round 1. 
During Round 2 all recommendations underwent re- wording by 
the panel group and 4 new recommendations were added by the 
panel group for a total of 15 proposed recommendation statements 
(Figure 1 and Table 1). Ranking following round 2 resulted in a final 
8 recommendation statements meeting criteria as appropriate, and 
the remaining 7 as equivocal/indeterminate. None of the recom-
mendations were ranked as inappropriate.

3.1 | Clinical role and protocol for wireless 
pH monitoring

• Prolonged wireless pH monitoring off PPI is the preferred diag-
nostic tool to assess the need for acid suppression in patients with 
unproven GERD and typical reflux symptoms (heartburn/regur-
gitation) not adequately responding to single- dose PPI therapy. 
[100% Ranked as Appropriate; Median Score 8].

• The preferred duration for wireless pH monitoring off acid sup-
pression is 96 h [88% Ranked as Appropriate; Median Score 8].

TA B L E  1   Final recommendation statements

Final recommendation statements Median (range) % agreement

Role/protocol of wireless pH monitoring

Prolonged wireless pH monitoring off PPI is the preferred diagnostic tool to assess need 
for acid suppression in patients with unproven GERD and typical reflux symptoms 
(heartburn/regurgitation) not adequately responding to single- dose PPI therapy

8 (7, 9) 100% Appropriate

The preferred duration for wireless pH monitoring off acid suppression is 96 h 8 (4, 9) 88% Appropriate

Prolonged wireless pH monitoring off PPI— thresholds

In patients with symptoms of heartburn, regurgitation and/or non- cardiac chest pain not 
responsive to single- dose PPI, an acid exposure time less than 4.0% on all days of 
monitoring and an overall negative reflux- symptom association on prolonged wireless pH 
monitoring off PPI therapy does not support treatment of GERD with a PPI

9 (2, 9) 94% Appropriate

In patients with symptoms of heartburn, regurgitation and/or non- cardiac chest pain not 
responsive to single- dose PPI, an acid exposure time greater than 6.0% across 2 or more 
days is diagnostic of and supports treatment for GERD

9 (7, 9) 100% Appropriate

In patients with symptoms of heartburn, regurgitation and/or non- cardiac chest pain 
and proven GERD, an acid exposure time greater than 10% across 2 or more days on 
prolonged wireless pH monitoring off acid suppression is consistent with severe acid 
burden and supports escalation of anti- reflux treatment

9 (6, 9) 94% Appropriate

pH impedance on PPI— thresholds

In patients with proven GERD, 24- h pH impedance on PPI therapy is helpful in defining 
refractory GERD and mechanisms of continued symptoms

8 (4, 9) 88% Appropriate

In patients with proven GERD with ongoing symptoms despite optimised PPI therapy 
undergoing pH impedance monitoring on double dose PPI therapy, the presence of 
fewer than 40 reflux events, an acid exposure time less than 2.0% and a negative reflux- 
symptom association does not support escalation of anti- reflux treatment

9 (7, 9) 100% Appropriate

In patients with proven GERD with ongoing symptoms despite optimised PPI therapy 
undergoing pH impedance monitoring on double dose PPI therapy, the presence of an 
acid exposure time greater than 4.0% and positive reflux- symptom association supports 
escalation of anti- reflux treatment

8 (5, 9) 94% Appropriate
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Up to 50% of patients with typical oesophageal symptoms of reflux 
(heartburn and/or regurgitation) will not derive adequate symptom re-
lief with an empiric trial of PPI therapy. When PPI non- response is en-
countered, upper GI endoscopy off PPI is recommended to evaluate for 
mucosal evidence of reflux disease such as Los Angeles grade B, C or 
D erosive esophagitis, Barrett's oesophagus or peptic stricture, or non- 
GERD related oesophageal disorders, such as eosinophilic esophagitis, 
lymphocytic esophagitis and others.3 However, up to 80% of symp-
tomatic patients will have normal healthy appearing oesophageal mu-
cosa. In this common scenario of visually normal oesophageal mucosa, 
ambulatory reflux monitoring off acid suppression is recommended 
to quantify oesophageal acid burden. Wireless pH capsule monitor-
ing performed off therapy is the preferred system for evaluation of 
oesophageal acid burden in PPI non- responder patients with typical 
reflux symptoms, in contrast to transnasal catheter- based monitoring 
(regardless of whether pH only or impedance- pH monitoring is consid-
ered). The preference for wireless pH monitoring relates to the ability 
of this technique to monitor pH over durations greater than 24 h, with 
improved patient tolerance and greater diagnostic accuracy.6,7,20– 28

The optimal duration of prolonged wireless pH monitoring has 
been a frequent topic of debate. Based on the battery life of the data 
receiver device accompanying the wireless pH capsule, monitoring 
for up to 96 h is possible. However, varying durations of monitoring 
are employed in the clinical setting across community and academic 
settings, ranging from 48 to 96 h. Thus, the recommended duration of 
monitoring was extensively discussed during Round 2. Emerging pub-
lished data highlights the significant variability in acid exposure from 
one day to another, as well as higher levels of acid exposure frequently 
seen on day 1 of monitoring compared to other days.7,20,22– 24,27,29– 34 
Specifically, recent data from the double- blinded clinical trial under 
this overarching grant [NIH R01 DK092217- 04] were reviewed 
which identified prognostic performance of wireless reflux moni-
toring was significantly lower when data from the first 48 h was as-
sessed alone compared to 96 h (Area under curve 48 h 0.57 vs 96 h 
0.63; p = 0.01) and also noted a significantly higher AET on day 1 of 
monitoring compared to the other days.6,7 As a result, 48 hours of 
pH monitoring risks a high false positive rate as well as the unclear 
significance of studies with discordant results from day 1 to day 2. 
Overall, these studies highlight that 96- h monitoring is more optimal 
than shorter durations of monitoring in predicting discontinuation 
versus ongoing need for PPI therapy. Therefore, the panel advocated 
for 96 hours of monitoring (88% appropriate) whereas 48 hours of 
monitoring was ranked as indeterminate by 35%, inappropriate by 
47% and appropriate by 18% of the panel.

3.2 | Diagnostic thresholds for prolonged wireless 
pH monitoring off PPI therapy

3.2.1 | AET thresholds

• In patients with symptoms of heartburn, regurgitation and/or 
non- cardiac chest pain not responsive to single- dose PPI, an AET 

less than 4.0% on all days of monitoring and an overall negative 
reflux- symptom association on prolonged wireless pH monitoring 
off PPI therapy does not support treatment of GERD with a PPI. 
[94% Ranked as Appropriate; Median Score 9]
Acid exposure refers to measured oesophageal intraluminal pH 

of less than 4.0. AET is the commonly utilised metric for oesophageal 
acid exposure, calculated as the percentage of time the pH is less than 
4.0. Although the Lyon Consensus recommends that an AET less than 
4.0% is considered physiologic, a multitude of AET thresholds are 
used in clinical practice to define a “normal” or “physiologic” study,2 
ranging anywhere from 4.0% to 6.0%. A recent study examining mul-
tiple metrics on wireless pH monitoring including AETs of 4.0%, 5.0% 
and 6.0% identified that an AET of <4.0% has the greatest predictive 
value for a patient's ability to discontinue PPI therapy while main-
taining a minimal symptom burden. A significantly greater proportion 
of patients with an overall AET <4.0% were able to discontinue PPI 
therapy compared to those with an overall AET >4.0%. Further, the 
number of days with an AET <4.0% was of prognostic value, where 
the odds of PPI discontinuation were 10 times greater when AET was 
less than 4.0% across all days of monitoring.6 Therefore, the panel 
agreed that in patients without previously established GERD who re-
port heartburn, regurgitation and/or non- cardiac chest pain despite 
single- dose PPI, an AET of less than 4.0% across all days of prolonged 
wireless pH monitoring off PPI therapy is consistent with a normal 
study for whom treatment of GERD with a PPI is not recommended.

• In patients with symptoms of heartburn, regurgitation and/or 
non- cardiac chest pain not responsive to single- dose PPI, an AET 
greater than 6.0% across 2 or more days is diagnostic of GERD 
and supports treatment for GERD. [100% Ranked as Appropriate; 
Median Score 9]

The threshold to define pathologic acid exposure was discussed 
extensively. Consistent with the Lyon Consensus, the group agreed 
that an AET between 4.0 and 6.0% likely represents a borderline range 
of GERD.2 Only 71% of the panel ranked AET >4.0% across 2 or more 
days as diagnostic of GERD, with a median score of 6, which did not 
meet RAM criteria for appropriateness (Table S1); the discussion in 
round 2 defaulted to the statement above as being appropriate. Thus, 
when AET is between 4.0% and 6.0%, further clinical consideration 
and additional clinical data are preferred to determine the need for 
GERD management, since other factors such as reflux hypersensitiv-
ity, motility disorders and behavioural disorders such as supragastric 
belching and rumination may be contributing to patient symptoms.

Consistent with Lyon Consensus, the panel agreed that an AET 
greater than 6.0% is reflective of pathologic oesophageal acid bur-
den.2 Acknowledging day- to- day variability, the expert group unan-
imously agreed that an AET of 6.0% or greater on at least 2 days of 
pH monitoring is diagnostic of GERD supporting the use of standard 
GERD therapies including acid- suppressive agents.

• In patients with symptoms of heartburn, regurgitation and/or 
non- cardiac chest pain and proven GERD, an AET greater than 
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10% across 2 or more days on prolonged wireless pH monitor-
ing off acid suppression is consistent with severe acid burden and 
supports escalation of anti- reflux treatment. [94% Agreement; 
Median Score 9]

The panel also recognised the importance of identifying patients 
with severe oesophageal acid burden that may not derive adequate 
symptom relief with standard GERD therapies. Data from the recent 
study by Yadlapati and colleagues were reviewed which identified an 
AET of 10.3% as the lowest AET which maintained at least 90% spec-
ificity in predicting PPI discontinuation.7 Therefore, the panel agreed 
that an AET greater than 10% across two or more days reflects se-
vere acid burden that may require escalation of medical anti- reflux 
treatment or utilisation of endoscopic or surgical interventions.35

3.2.2 | Reflux symptom association

In addition to acid exposure, ambulatory reflux monitoring also re-
ports the relationship between patient symptoms and reflux epi-
sodes. Metrics of reflux symptom association include the symptom 
association probability and symptom index. Generally, positive 
symptom association probability (>95%) and symptom index greater 
than 50% increases confidence that a patient's symptoms are related 
to gastro- oesophageal reflux.2 However, negative reflux symptom 
association is less convincing as reflux symptom association meas-
urement relies on prompt patient report of perceived symptoms 
within a 2- min window. Rome IV posits that a positive reflux symp-
tom association in the absence of elevated oesophageal acid expo-
sure signifies reflux hypersensitivity.36 However some members of 
this current panel did not feel compelled to distinguish between a 
negative study or reflux hypersensitivity on the basis of reflux symp-
tom association. Further, the results from the overarching grant were 
reviewed which failed to identify a significant association between 
symptom index or symptom association probability and ability to 
discontinue PPI.7 A statement proposing a diagnosis of reflux hyper-
sensitivity when positive reflux symptom association is encountered 
in conjunction with AET less than 4.0% on all days of monitoring did 
not meet agreement as appropriate (Table S1). Similarly, the group 
disagreed regarding the relevance of a positive reflux symptom as-
sociation in the setting of elevated acid exposure (AET >6.0% across 
2 or more days). Some panellists felt that a positive reflux symptom 
association in this setting signifies a higher likelihood of symptom 
response to treatment whereas other panellists felt that there was 
insufficient data to merit this recommendation (Table S1).

3.2.3 | Impedance- pH monitoring on PPI therapy

• In patients with proven GERD, 24- hour pH impedance on PPI 
therapy is helpful in defining refractory GERD and mechanisms 
of continued symptoms. (88% Ranked as Appropriate; Median 
Score: 8).

• In patients with proven GERD with ongoing symptoms despite 
optimised PPI therapy undergoing pH impedance monitoring on 
double dose PPI therapy, the presence of fewer than 40 reflux 
events, an AET less than 2.0% and a negative reflux- symptom 
association does not support escalation of anti- reflux treatment 
(100% Ranked as Appropriate; Median Score: 9).

• In patients with proven GERD with ongoing symptoms despite 
optimised PPI therapy undergoing pH impedance monitoring on 
double dose PPI therapy, the presence of an AET greater than 
4.0% and positive reflux- symptom association supports escala-
tion of anti- reflux treatment (94% Ranked as Appropriate; Median 
Score: 8).

For patients with already proven GERD (prior erosive reflux dis-
ease or positive ambulatory reflux monitoring study performed off 
PPI) and non- response to optimised PPI therapy (double dose before- 
meal PPI) impedance- pH monitoring performed on PPI therapy, 
while not mandatory, is an important test to assess for underlying 
mechanisms for GERD refractoriness.37 Few studies have examined 
impedance- pH metrics on PPI therapy that correlate with treatment 
outcomes in patients with GERD. A recent study highlights that 40 
may be a relevant threshold for number of reflux episodes on imped-
ance- pH monitoring, and that an AET >4.0% while on PPI therapy 
may be associated with patients more likely to respond to surgical 
or endoscopic anti- reflux intervention.37 Therefore on the basis of 
limited data and expert experiences, the panel agreed that an AET 
less than 2.0%, fewer than 40 reflux events and a negative reflux 
symptom association on 24- h impedance- pH monitoring performed 
on PPI therapy does not support an escalation of anti- reflux treat-
ment.38 For these patients, ongoing symptoms may be related to 
other non- GERD factors and escalation of GERD therapy is not jus-
tified. On the other hand, refractory GERD may manifest as an AET 
greater than 4.0% and a positive reflux- symptom association on 24- h 
impedance- pH monitoring performed on PPI therapy. For instance, 
a landmark- randomised trial demonstrated that patients with heart-
burn and positive reflux symptom association on pH impedance on 
PPI therapy had better response to anti- reflux surgery compared to 
medical treatment.5 Therefore, in patients with significantly refrac-
tory GERD, it is reasonable to escalate GERD management.5

The various permutations of AET between 2.0% and 4.0% and 
reflux burden between 40 and 80 reflux events were also discussed, 
and while many ranked high, none of the statements pertaining to 
these thresholds met agreement as appropriate recommendations 
(Table S1).

4  | DISCUSSION

This US initiative- utilised RAND appropriateness methodology to 
develop recommendation statements regarding the clinical utilisa-
tion and interpretation of ambulatory reflux monitoring in patients 
with typical reflux symptoms. The recommendation statements 
drafted for this study were intended to address two unmet needs 
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within the field of GERD diagnosis and management: to provide guid-
ance to clinicians on the protocol and interpretation of reflux moni-
toring, and to develop standardised criteria for non- erosive GERD 
for patient management and guide future study designs to minimise 
heterogeneity of study populations. By combining RAM with expert 
opinion from a diverse nationwide representative cohort of GERD 
experts, the study concluded with excellent agreement among the 
expert panel that wireless pH monitoring performed off PPI over 
96 h represents the most appropriate protocol for investigation of 
typical reflux symptoms persisting despite standard PPI therapy. 
Additionally, the experts overwhelmingly agreed that impedance-
 pH monitoring performed on PPI can identify PPI refractory GERD 
appropriate for escalation of management in symptomatic patients 
with previously proven GERD. Finally, the most appropriate diagnos-
tic thresholds for diagnosis of GERD were identified, both for off- PPI 
and on- PPI studies, while thresholds and metrics that remain incon-
clusive were defined.

In terms of interpretation, the experts agreed that a wireless pH 
monitoring study off PPI with an AET less than 4.0% across all days 
of monitoring indicates a very low likelihood of GERD, where acid 
suppression is not recommended. On the other hand, a study with 
AET greater than 6.0% on two or more days of pH monitoring indi-
cates a high likelihood of GERD. Furthermore, higher levels of acid 
exposure (10% or greater) suggest more severe GERD and a high like-
lihood that GERD management may need to be escalated. Although 
a majority (71%) of panellists agreed that an AET greater than 4.0% 
on 2 or more days of prolonged reflux monitoring was diagnostic of 
GERD, the ranking did not meet criteria for appropriateness. Some 
panellists expressed that an AET between 4.0% and 6.0% should still 
be considered inconclusive, as per the Lyon Consensus. The refine-
ment of this threshold (AET 4.0%– 6.0%, as well as number of days 
with an AET greater than 4.0%) is a priority for future studies.

The experts agreed that patients with proven GERD and ongoing 
symptoms despite optimised PPI therapy could benefit from imped-
ance- pH monitoring on PPI since findings could demonstrate if the 
ongoing symptoms are related to reflux. In terms of interpretation, a 
pH impedance study on PPI with less than 40 reflux events, AET less 
than 2.0%, and a negative reflux symptom association indicates PPI- 
controlled GERD and potential for alternative non- GERD aetiology 
of ongoing symptoms. On the other hand, a pH- impedance study on 
PPI with an AET greater than 4.0% and a positive reflux symptom 
association indicates PPI refractory GERD and supports escalation 
of GERD therapy.

According to international recommendations, wireless pH or pH- 
impedance monitoring off PPI can be used to assess for non- erosive 
GERD in patients with typical reflux symptoms. The flexibility in 
choice of reflux monitoring relates to lack of availability of wireless 
pH monitoring in some countries outside of the US.4 While recent 
guidelines endorse prolonged reflux monitoring, they however fail 
to define the recommended duration of monitoring. Consequently, 
varying durations are utilised from 48 to 96 h, even though results 
from a 48- hour study have been shown to be discordant from a 96- h 
study.237 Given availability and payor coverage of both systems in 

the US, the panellists weighed the advantages and disadvantages of 
both systems and determined that prolonged wireless pH monitoring 
off PPI therapy is the preferred diagnostic tool for non- erosive reflux 
disease in patients with typical symptoms such as heartburn and re-
gurgitation not responsive to PPI therapy. Thus, standardising the 
duration of prolonged reflux monitoring was a priority and a heavily 
debated topic. In the end, the superior diagnostic yield of data from 
96 hours of monitoring was felt to outweigh potential constraints on 
resource availability. pH- impedance off PPI therapy is an alterna-
tive for patients who cannot undergo wireless pH monitoring (e.g., 
pacemaker, nickel allergy, inability to undergo a sedated upper GI en-
doscopy) or in scenarios where wireless pH monitoring is not acces-
sible. Further, while the clinical evaluation of patients with atypical 
symptoms was beyond the scope of this initiative, it is important to 
note that recent guidelines suggest a role of upfront pH- impedance 
monitoring for the evaluation of extra- oesophageal GERD and that 
pH- impedance monitoring is of particular value in instances where 
weakly acidic reflux is relevant such as extra- oesophageal reflux and 
belching disorders.1,3

The panellists generally agreed with the AET thresholds defined 
by the Lyon Consensus, and additionally provided recommendations 
on diagnostic interpretation of acid exposure across multiple days of 
monitoring.2 Importantly, a physiologic acid exposure (AET <4.0%) 
across every day of monitoring was considered consistent with a 
normal study with the implication that patients with physiologic 
AET should be titrated off PPI therapy. In these cases, oesophageal 
symptoms may be related to a functional oesophageal disorder, a 
behavioural disorder, oesophageal motility disorder or other pro-
cesses. On the other hand, patients with pathologic acid exposure 
(AET >6.0%) on two or more days of monitoring are expected to 
benefit from optimised lifestyle and pharmacologic anti- reflux man-
agement. Patients with very high levels of acid exposure (AET >10%) 
may be less responsive to only lifestyle and pharmacologic man-
agement, particularly in the setting of a large hiatal hernia and/or 
bipositional/nocturnal GERD, and may require escalation of GERD 
management.39

There was less certainty regarding standardisation of the in-
terpretation of pH- impedance on PPI therapy. Based on recent 
data, the group agreed on two recommendations regarding pH 
impedance on PPI, the definition of PPI- controlled GERD (AET 
<2.0%, <40 reflux events and a negative reflux symptom asso-
ciation) and a definition of PPI refractory GERD (AET >4.0% and 
a positive reflux symptom association).5,37 Further, this initiative 
focused on well- established and clinically utilised metrics of reflux 
monitoring such as AET and number of reflux events. Since the 
initiative focus was to provide recommendations to the general 
clinician interpreting reflux monitoring studies the utility of novel 
impedance- pH metrics such as post- reflux swallow peristaltic 
wave index, which are not automated or easily interpretable, were 
not discussed. Nonetheless, as per the Lyon consensus and other 
recent guidelines, the panel agrees that mean nocturnal baseline 
impedance and post- reflux swallow peristaltic wave index are of 
value, particularly for the inconclusive GERD scenarios.402 While 
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beyond the scope of this initiative, it is important to note the crit-
ical importance of oesophageal physiologic tests such as high- 
resolution manometry to exclude achalasia in patients undergoing 
evaluation for anti- reflux surgery.1,4,41

This initiative highlighted areas in need of further investigation 
and clarity. Although reflux symptom association parameters are 
commonly used to assess for reflux hypersensitivity, the group could 
not agree on the clear clinical relevance of reflux symptom associ-
ation. Future research to understand the distinctions in treatment 
outcome between patients with functional oesophageal disorders 
and reflux hypersensitivity are needed. The stark contrast in confi-
dence regarding thresholds on wireless pH monitoring off PPI com-
pared to thresholds on pH- impedance monitoring on PPI highlights 
the need to better understand the clinical role of pH- impedance 
monitoring on PPI.

A major strength of this study consists of wide and diverse rep-
resentation of oesophageal experts from different practice settings, 
who participated in development of potential statements, debate 
and review of published data and determining the appropriateness of 
the recommended statements. The RAND process has been widely 
used in prior studies and allows for a rigorous approach to revealing 
areas of agreement and disagreement in clinical care and to present 
knowledge gaps for the future generation of evidence.42,43 Assessed 
domains were focused toward existing clinical dilemmas. Given the 
focused scope of this study, we did not assess statements relating 
to extraesophageal symptoms, the role of oesophageal physiologic 
testing beyond reflux monitoring, or emerging metrics from reflux 
monitoring that are not yet widely used (e.g., post- swallow peristal-
tic wave index or mean nocturnal baseline impedance). Based on 
data from our prior study highlighting that total AET is the best per-
forming physio- marker, we did not assess whether the occurrence 
of increased acid exposure should be viewed differently depending 
on its presence in the upright and/or supine position. We also did 
not assess composite metrics such as the DeMeester score, domi-
nant pattern of acid exposure or acid exposure trajectory; prior data 
supports that AET has comparable yet still better performance in 
predicting ability to discontinue PPI therapy compared to the afore-
mentioned composite metrics.6 Actual patient scenarios were not 
utilised, and the experts were required to generalise the statements 
across average patients seen by an average gastroenterologist, 
which may have influenced some of the responses. Nevertheless, 
we feel the process has led to a better understanding of how GI ex-
perts view the current landscape of GERD diagnostics in the US, and 
which test protocol and metrics are best suited for evaluation of the 
symptomatic GERD patient.

In summary, a diverse US group of GI expert GERD panellists 
concluded that a 96- hour wireless pH monitoring study off PPI is 
most appropriate for further evaluation of typical GERD symptoms 
not responding to PPI, while findings from impedance- pH mon-
itoring on PPI could identify PPI- refractory GERD in symptomatic 
patients with previously proven GERD. These recommendations 
provide a framework for approaching reflux monitoring in patients 
with typical reflux symptoms and PPI non- response.
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